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"Like a Rolling Stone" is a 1965 song by the American singer-songwriter Bob Dylan. Its confrontational lyrics
originated in an extended piece of verse Dylan wrote in June 1965, when he returned exhausted from a
grueling tour of England.Dylan distilled this draft into four verses and a chorus.
Like a Rolling Stone - Wikipedia
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"The Cover of 'Rolling Stone'" is a song written by Shel Silverstein and first recorded by American rock group
Dr. Hook & the Medicine Show. Produced by Ron Haffkine and released in 1972, it was the band's third
single and peaked at number six on the U.S. pop chart for two weeks on March 17â€“24, 1973.
The Cover of Rolling Stone - Wikipedia
Storia. Fondato nel 1967 a San Francisco da Jann Simon Wenner (tuttora editore) e dal critico musicale
Ralph J. Gleason, Rolling Stone venne inizialmente identificato con la scena hippie, per poi prendere le
distanze dal mondo delle riviste underground e dall'orientamento politico radicale delle stesse, abbracciando
anche canoni giornalistici piÃ¹ tradizionali.
Rolling Stone - Wikipedia
Rolling Stone est un magazine bimensuel amÃ©ricain sur la pop culture mais Ã dominante musicale,
crÃ©Ã© Ã San Francisco en 1967 par Jann Wenner et par le critique de musique Ralph J. Gleason.Wenner
Ã©tait en 2008 l'Ã©diteur du magazine. Le titre est aujourd'hui publiÃ© dans dix-huit pays, dont la Chine,
l'Inde et la Russie.. L'Ã©dition en langue franÃ§aise a Ã©tÃ© lancÃ©e par Lionel Rotcage ...
Rolling Stone â€” WikipÃ©dia
Celebrating its 40th anniversary in 2007, Rolling Stone stoked the imagination of America's social
revolutionaries and fueled the careers of brilliant writers like Tom Wolfe, Hunter S. Thompson, Joe Klein,
Cameron Crowe, P.J. O'Rourke and visionary photographers including Annie Leibovitz, Mark Seliger and
Baron Wolman. Rolling Stone Cover to Cover is a backstage pass to four decades of popular ...
Amazon.com: Rolling Stone 40 Years: Cover to Cover
'Rolling Stone' Founder Jann Wenner Sells Minority Share Of Magazine To Singapore Entrepreneur : The
Two-Way It's the first time Jann Wenner has allowed an outside investor to buy a part of the ...
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